Every month I summarize the most important probate cases in Michigan. Now I publish my
summaries as a service to colleagues and friends. I hope you find these summaries useful and I
am always interested in hearing thoughts and opinions on these cases.
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BASEBALL COMMENTARY:
WOMEN IN PROFESSIONAL BASEBALL
A recent article in Sports Illustrated about the first young lady to break the Little League glass
ceiling in 1950 prompted this commentary.
Has there ever been a woman who played in the major leagues? The traditional answer is no, but
I believe yes is acceptable. I consider the Negro League to be major league baseball. I am lead
to that opinion because of the number of barnstorming victories of black teams over white teams
and the first hand observations of many white players. After the Negro League was depleted
with integration, while they lasted were they still major leagues? Yes is a reasonable answer
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because some remained in the Negro League and made the switch in the 50’s. Also, even if the
1950’s Negro League players dropped to Triple A talent level, they were certainly as good as
some of the diluted 30 major league teams of today, many of whom I compare to pre-expansion
Triple A. In addition, the Negro League was consolidated to four teams, increasing their overall
talent level.
That said, from 1953 to 1955 the Indianapolis Clowns had three women players: Mamie
“peanut” Johnson, Toni Stone and Connie Morgan. “Peanut” was a pitcher. She had a 33-8
record and batted .260. “Peanut” attempted to play in “a league of their own,” but in 1953 the
white women, six years after Jackie Robinson, wouldn’t admit blacks.
Could a woman play today? Maybe. The influx of Asian players, of lesser physical stature,
show that size is less of a barrier. Anyone who watches women’s softball can gauge throwing
speed and fielding. Eri Yoshida pitched for the Chico (California) Outlaws. She now plays for
the Samurai, all Japanese team. Now that’s a barrier worth breaking.
REVIEW OF CASE:
Reference Files:

Funding of Trust
Conveyance of Real Property

Decedent created a Trust; he did not make a formal assignment of the stock of a corporation,
which owned a liquor license and a tavern, to the Trust. The Trust had the following language of
assignment:
“The settlor hereby irrevocably assigns and transfers to the trustee
all the rights, title, and benefits which he now has in said stock of
Hill’s Tavern Incorporated for the term expressed above and
without limitation to receive the proceeds thereof.” [Capitalization
and boldface removed from original.]
The Lower Court ruled that there was no assignment because a Liquor Control Commission
required their approval to make the assignment efficacious. The Lower Court cited MCL
436.1529 (1) as follows:
“A license or an interest in a license shall not be transferred from 1
person to another without the prior approval of the commission.
For purposes of this section, the transfer in the aggregate to another
person during any single licensing year of more than 10% of the
outstanding stock of a licensed corporation or more than 10% of
the total interest in a licensed limited partnership shall be
considered to be a transfer requiring the prior approval of the
commission.”
Regarding the real estate at issue, a Deed was prepared to son Randall and given to Grantor’s
agent attorney to be delivered at Grantor’s death. The Lower Court and the Court of Appeals
ruled that there was no delivery. Grantor retained the monthly rental benefits until his death.
The tavern was affirmed to be not in the trust, but in the estate as was the real estate.
I will make no mention of the partnership and time bar issues, as they have nothing to do with
probate.
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The Court of Appeals ruling is reasonable. Instead of reviewing the case by critique, positive or
negative, I thought it might be fun to cite the same facts and cases as recited by the Court of
Appeals and come to the opposite conclusion.
I.

FACTS

The trust document said:
“The settlor hereby irrevocably assigns and transfers to the trustee
all the rights, title, and benefits which he now has in said stock of
Hill’s Tavern Incorporated for the term expressed above and
without limitation to receive the proceeds thereof.” [Capitalization
and boldface removed from original.]
“No particular form of words is required to create an assignment.
Burkhardt v Bailey, 260 Mich App 636, 654-655; 680 NW2d 453
(2004). Rather, the intent of the assignor must be such to transfer
without retaining any control of power of revocation. Id”
“Section IV of the trust does indicate an intent to fund the trust
with stock from the corporation at the time the trust document was
created (i.e., “during the settlor’s lifetime”). However, no
evidence established that approval was sought to transfer the
shares to the trust as required by the LLC.”
MCL 436.1529 (1) provided:
“A license or an interest in a license shall not be transferred from 1
person to another without the prior approval of the commission.
For purposes of this section, the transfer in the aggregate to another
person during any single licensing year of more than 10% of the
outstanding stock of a licensed corporation or more than 10% of
the total interest in a licensed limited partnership shall be
considered to be a transfer requiring the prior approval of the
commission.”
II.

TRUST

This court states that an assignment took place separate from the corporate certificate. At worst,
the assignment conveyed all but the liquor license. The trust preceded and succeeded death.
Therefore, if formal LLC approval is necessary, the trust can apply for LLC approval. This
court, however, does not deem same to be necessary, as one’s own trust is not “another person”
in common parlance. This matter is remanded to the Lower Court for further ruling, consistent
with this ruling, with directions to the Lower Court to direct the LLC to register the trust as the
owner.
III.

REAL PROPERTy
“As a general rule, delivery of a deed to one acting exclusively as
the grantor’s agent is ineffectual to transfer title to the grantee.
Hooker, 335, Mich at 436. Nonetheless, valid delivery of the deed
to Randall could have occurred after Norman’s death, provided
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that it was Norman’s intent to convey title when he signed the
deed. Id.”
We do find that such intent exists based on the assignments in the trust and the testimony of
Anagost to deliver the Deed at death. We find that the retention of rentals only evidence a
reservation of a life estate. Decedent suffered from a mistake of law. Under the facts
reformation would lie, but in light of the testimony we deem that the facts are sufficient to
determine title in Randall.
As to the trust and real property, we reverse the Opinion of the Lower Court as set forth above.
I suggest that this is a valuable exercise for skill development.
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